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Abstract
The aim of this study was to develop an Indonesian version of the Oral Health Literacy (OHL)
instrument and to analyze its validity and reliability among 12-14 years old in Jakarta, Indonesia.
OHL questionnaire was developed in Indonesian language. This study design is cross sectional
with correlative and comparative analysis. The questions of the OHL scale were used to assess
the components of oral health literacy. The test and retest reliability, internal consistency,
convergent and discriminant validity of OHL questionnaire were also evaluated.
462 students completed the self-administered questionnaire. The mean total OHL questionnaire
score was 3.45±0.02. The Intra-class Correlation Coefficients was 0.75 and Cronbach’s alpha was
0.77. The convergent and discriminant validity were confirmed by OHL scores being significantly
associated with last dental visit (p<0.001).
The Indonesian Oral Health Literacy questionnaire described oral health literacy in children
ages 12-14 years old in Jakarta, Indonesia.
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Introduction
Oral health literacy is defined as a degree
to which individuals have the capacity to gain,
process, and understand basic oral health
information and services needed to make
appropriate oral health decisions.1 Therefore, a
community’s oral health literacy level affects the
overall burden of oral health diseases and
contributes to the presence of oral health
disparities.2 Oral health literacy is an important
contributing factor to the global disease burden,
especially in Indonesia.3 Identification of levels of
health literacy may help tailor interventions that
can be implemented to improve health
outcomes.4
There are some other instruments that
can be used to measure oral health literacy, such
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as REALD-99, 30, ToFHLiD, OHLI, REALM-D,
CMOHK, BHLOHKP, HKREALD-30, OHL-AQ,
and HeLD.5 The Health Literacy in Dentistry
(HeLD)
instrument
accounts
for
the
multidimensional nature of oral health literacy
and encompasses the domains which have all
been shown to impact on oral health status.5 The
HeLD instrument was developed as a reliable,
valid and culturally suitable instrument to assess
oral health literacy. The instrument was
developed in an Indigenous Australian context.6
The scale used the Health Literacy Management
Scale (HeLMS) as a foundation. A number of
theoretical constructs were included, such as
one’s ability to seek, understand and use oral
health information to access and benefit from oral
health care services.7,8 The domains in HeLD
reflect those used in the HeLMS: communication,
access and economic barriers, receptivity,
understanding, utilization and support. The
results of a HeLD study highlighted its potential
to be used across a variety of health care
settings. The findings should be also replicated in
other populations before the scale is used
broadly in health services research and will be
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important to determine the effects of
interventions or programs aimed at improving
oral health outcomes.5,7
One of the goals of Indonesian health
policy is “health for all,” which includes dental
care. Therefore, it is important to periodically
assess dental health and to identify barriers to
achieving good oral health.3 Moreover, the
perceived need for and utilization of dental care
among Indonesians was found to be low, and
there are persistent disparities in dental care.9
Low health literacy may be a cause of the low
perceived need, which justifies the exploration of
health literacy in the Indonesian community.
Oral health literacy has emerged as a
new public health challenge and is an important
predictor of oral health outcomes. To date, health
literacy instrument for children in the Indonesian
language has not been available, although
children are considered vulnerable. The objective
of this study was to validate a self-administered
Oral Health Literacy questionnaire for Indonesian
adolescents.
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revised by an expert panel with regard to concept
and item equivalence between the original
version and Indonesian version. The panel
consisted of a dentist, and a dental public health
researcher familiar with oral health literacy
questionnaires. The backward translation of the
Indonesian version of HeLD into English was
performed by an Indonesian dentist who is
undergoing Master Degree in the US, who was
not familiar with the questionnaire. Finally, HeLD14 was confirmed by the expert panel after minor
revision.
The subjects in this study were in
adolescent ages, therefore some questions are
irrelevant for them. The questions in access and
economic barriers domains cannot be used
because usually the parents will take the
adolescent to see a dentist and do the payment
for them. Therefore, seven questions remained
after the deletion (Figure 1).

Methods
This study was performed in 2015 among
the students of junior high schools in Jakarta, the
capital city of Indonesia. A self-administered
survey was developed for junior high school
students. The research protocol was approved by
the Faculty of Dentistry of Indonesia Ethical
Committee prior to data collection (Approval No.
09750715). Random sampling was conducted to
select junior high schools. The total sample
frame was obtained from the official website of
the education office of Jakarta. Six schools were
selected among 326 public junior high schools in
Jakarta. Therefore, the data used in this study
were obtained from a representative sample of
462 school-children whose ages were 12-14
years old. As was suggested by Charter, the
minimum sample size needs to be larger than
400 to evaluate reliability and validity.12 Informed
consent was obtained from the parents prior the
study commandments.
The original HeLD-14 English version was
translated into Indonesian script using the
forward-backward process10,11 by an Indonesian
dentist who is fluent in both Indonesian and
English into an Indonesian version according to
the guidelines for the cross-cultural adaptation
process. The translation was assessed and
Volume ∙ 8 ∙ Number ∙ 3 ∙ 2015

Figure 1. The Indonesian Oral Health Literacy
Questionnaire for adolescent that was used in
this study
The questions that constituted the Oral
Health Literacy questionnaire focused on the
‘difficulty experienced’. The response options for
the respondents were graded on a 5-point Likerttype scale ranging from ‘without any difficulty’ to
‘unable to do’. Scores were coded 0 to 4, and the
possible final score range was 0-28. Higher
scores indicate greater oral health literacy.7
A week after the initial questionnaire was
filled, sample was randomized for the purpose of
estimating the reliability. Ten percent of total
subjects (n=46) completed the retest. The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) was assessed
between scores from the two administrations. As
an aid to interpret the ICC, the following
standards were use: an ICC higher than 0.80
indicated excellent agreement, one of 0.41-0.80
good agreement, one of 0.41-0.60 moderate
agreement and one less than 0.41 poor
agreement.13 The internal consistency was
further determined using Cronbach’s alpha.14
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Cronbach’s alpha was evaluated according to
published guidelines that indicated that 0.7 was
an acceptable reliability coefficient.15
Convergent validity was tested by
comparing Oral Health Literacy scores categories
of educational levels and pattern of dental visits.
Differences in means were tested using Kruskal
Wallis test. Further, the dental visits of the
participants were tested by using Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient. We reasoned that
people with better oral health literacy are likely to
be better educated and visit a dentist more
regularly. Discriminant validity of HeLD scores
and each subscales scores was assessed by
comparing the mean of total score with self-rated
general and oral health. Data were coded and
analyzed using SPSS for Windows v20.0.
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Cronbach’s alpha and corrected item-total
correlation (CITC). Internal reliability measured
by Cronbach’s alpha showed a high relatedness
of all items with the overall mean OHL score,
indicating that consistency could not be improved
by deleting any items. The overall Cronbach’s
alpha of the Indonesian version of the OHL
questionnaire for adolescent was 0.77 the
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of each domain
were above 0.70, which is considered
satisfactory. No CITC was lower than 0.30, which
allowed all items to be included in the instrument.
The highest mean scores were in the utilization
domain (3.60±0.73), and the lowest mean scores
were in the communication domain (3.27±0.96).

Results
The characteristics of the 462 participants
in this study are displayed in Table 1.

Cronbach’s Alpha: 0.77
Alpha if deleted = Cronbach’s alpha if deleted calculated on four
items for each sub scale
CITC = corrected item-total correlation

Table 2. Item characteristics and reliability
analysis

P-value was tested by using Mann Whitney U-test (†) and Kruskal
Wallis test (‡)
*p<0.05, ** p<0.01

Table 1. Characteristics of the 462 participants in
this study
The participants had a median age of 13
years (range 12 to 14). Oral health literacy (OHL)
was significantly higher among female students
and those who visit a dentist less than a year.
The mean of total HeLD score was 3.45±0.02.
Table 2 presents the following findings for
the OHL instrument mean item scores,
Volume ∙ 8 ∙ Number ∙ 3 ∙ 2015

Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC)
was used to estimate inter-rater reliability of
participants. The interpretation standards were
used: ICCs>0.80 indicated excellent agreement,
0.61-0.80 good agreement, 0.41-0.60 moderate
agreement, 0-0.40 poor agreement. The ICC
value of in terms of test-retest reliability was
0.754 (confidence intervals = 0.53-0.91), which
indicated test-retest reliability, was good
agreement.13
The
correlations
between
subscales are shown in Table 3. Item subscale
correlations ranged from 0.24 to 0.42 indicating
the multidimensionality of the scale (correlations
are low but all significant at the p < 0.01 level).
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Correlations all significant at the 0.01 level

Table
3.
Associations
(Spearman’s
r
correlations) between the seven domains of the
Oral Health Literacy Questionnairre scale.
Table 4 shows discriminant validity, with
higher OHL scores associated with better selfrated in general health for overall OHL,
communication, receptivity, utilization and
support. Excellent self-rated in oral health for
overall OHL, communication, receptivity and
support. Convergent validity was obtained from
OHL scores being significantly associated with
last seeing a dentist less than a year ago for
total OHL mean scores (r value=0.14),
communication (r value=0.12), receptivity (r
value=0.10) and support (r value=0.54).

Kruskal Wallis test were used
*p<0.05, ** p<0.01

Table 4. Discriminant validity - mean scores for
the Oral Health Literacy (OHL) questionnaire and
its subscales by self-rated and self-reported
health
Discussion
Persistent inequality of oral health in
Indonesia has been reported.3,9 Dental public
health improvements remain a fundamental need
in Indonesia.16 Strategies to reduce oral health
inequalities are not possible without improving
other influential factors including oral health
literacy, oral health service providers and also
policy makers.17 Previous findings confirm that
the majority of tools are heavily biased toward
word recognition, numeracy and reading skills.5
More recent developments have attempted to
Volume ∙ 8 ∙ Number ∙ 3 ∙ 2015
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include other important factors, such as decisionmaking and service navigation. The OHL
instrument developed in this study was adopted
from the HeLD and was modified to be an
appropriate instrument to assess oral health
literacy and its impact to the oral health outcome
in Indonesia. This study included junior high
school students in Jakarta. Jakarta was chosen
because it is the capital city of Indonesia. The
citizens there come from many parts of Indonesia
and represent the various tribes of Indonesia.
The results presented in this paper should
be considered in light of the study’s limitations.
First, the HeLD instrument was made for
indigenous adults aged 18+ years which was
already been stated in the previous study in
Australia.7 This study purpose was to have an
understanding among the adolescents for earlier
interventions and health promotion. Moreover to
analyze the ability to seek, understand and use
oral health information to access and benefit from
oral health care services in a younger age. The
questionnaire needs to be adjusted to suit
children’s capability and interests by changing
the sequence of questions and simplifying
severity and frequency scales or using pictures of
performances.18 Moreover, the communication,
understanding and support domains were only
presented with one question which might have
the potential of not appropriately representing the
domain measured, and not presenting the multi
dimensionality which it should. But not many of
oral health literacy studies were conducted in
children who are the prime target group of oral
health care service in many countries including
Indonesia.
In this study, the Indonesian OHL
questionnaire showed valid and reliable
properties to be used among 12-14 years old
school children in Jakarta, Indonesia. The
sample used were not less than 400 to control
measurement error in the test and provide
precise estimates of the population validity
coefficient.12 The performance of reliability was
considered
satisfactory.
The
spearman’s
correlation coefficients between six domains
were significantly associated with last dental visit
but not with mother’s education. Even though,
the mean shows that the more educated mothers,
the oral health literacy of the children are also
increasing.
To increase the validity of the Indonesian
OHL instrument, general population samples are
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necessary for future research and also further
questions should be added to be able to
measure the multidimensionality of oral health
literacy. Assessments of the associations
between oral health literacy and oral health
outcomes are also needed. In addition, further
work is needed to develop tools that are adaptive
and culturally acceptable for specific populations.
The tools should be sensitive to measuring
changes in literacy levels resulting from any
interventions. Moreover, the Indonesian version
of OHL questionnaire has the potential to be a
reliable and valid oral health literacy instrument
for use in the general population in Indonesia.
Future
studies
should
complement
its
psychometric testing and extend its application to
other samples as well as to evaluate oral health
programs.
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